CITY OF ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
SOUTH INDUSTRIAL TANK COATING

PROJECT LOCATION:
2000 SOUTH INDUSTRIAL HWY
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104

CLIENT INFORMATION:
ITB #: 4498, FILE #: 17003

PROJECT DESCRIPTION / NOTES:
TANK COATING, METAL REPAIRS AND MISCELLANEOUS WORK

ISSUED:
4/28/2017 ISSUED FOR BIDS

VICINITY MAP:
TANK ELEVATION - PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

NOTES:
1. DRAWING IS FOR REFERENCE ONLY. ORIENTATION OF ITEMS MAY VARY.
2. EXTERIOR OVERCOAT (ALTERNATE) APPLIES TO ALL EXTERIOR SURFACES
MISCELLANEOUS STEEL REPAIR-WIND GIRDER REPLACEMENT
LOCATION 9 ON C-102

WET INTERIOR LADDER-CORRODED RUNG REPLACEMENT
LOCATION 7 ON C-102

ROOF VENT REPLACEMENT
LOCATION 9 ON C-102

EXTERIOR OVERCOATING-ROOF
LOCATION 6 ON C-102

EXTERIOR OVERCOATING-LOWER SIDEWALL
LOCATION 6 ON C-102

WET INTERIOR COATING-SIDEWALL
LOCATION 2 ON C-102

WET INTERIOR COATING-ROOF
LOCATION 1 ON C-102

ISSUED FOR BID
4/28/17
ROOF VENT
(ALTERNATE)

ISO VIEW

PLATE VIEW

LATCH DETAIL

HINGE DETAIL

WELDING DETAIL

VACUUM PALLET

TOP PALLET

ALUMINUM EXPANDED METAL SCREEN

SAFETY RAIL

6' LONG

EXISTING SIDEWALL LADDER (CAGE NOT SHOWN)

EXISTING STEP-OFF LADDER WITH HANDRAIL

NEW CONSTRUCTION

EXISTING SIDESLID LADDER (NOTE NOT SHOWN)

EXISTING SIDEWALL LADDER

SAFETY RAIL

8' LONG

SAFETY RAIL

8' LONG

SAFETY RAIL

8' LONG

NOTE:
1. CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY EXISTING DIMENSIONS AND ADJUST AS REQUIRED PRIOR TO SUBMITTING SHOP DRAWINGS.

PLAN

ROOF HANDRAIL SECTIONS (ALTERNATE)

ELEVATION

NOTE:
1. CONTRACTOR TO FIELD VERIFY EXISTING DIMENSIONS AND ADJUST AS REQUIRED PRIOR TO SUBMITTING SHOP DRAWINGS.
Note:
1. Maintain 7" minimum toe clearance throughout the length of the ladder.
2. Ladder to be installed from the top down to the ladder step-off position.
3. Add brackets at the step-off platform as needed to attach the ladder to the existing platform.
4. Add brackets at the step-off platform as needed to attach the ladder to the existing platform.
5. Everyday view of the ladder.

1/8" TYP (RUNGS)

EXTERIOR SIDEWALL LADDER MOUNTING PLATE

SCALE: NONE